Absbact-Robotic underwater vehicles can perform vast optical surveys of the ocean floor. Scientists value these surveys since optical images offer high levels of information and are easily interpreted by humans. Unfortunately the coverage of a single image is limited hy absorption and backscatter while what is needed is an overall view of the survey area. Recent work on underwater mosaics assume planar scenes and are applicable only to Situations without much relief.
Absbact-Robotic underwater vehicles can perform vast optical surveys of the ocean floor. Scientists value these surveys since optical images offer high levels of information and are easily interpreted by humans. Unfortunately the coverage of a single image is limited hy absorption and backscatter while what is needed is an overall view of the survey area. Recent work on underwater mosaics assume planar scenes and are applicable only to Situations without much relief.
We present a complete and validated system for processing optical images acquired from an underwater mbotic vehicle to form a 3D reconstruction of the wean floor. Our approach is designed for the most general conditions of wide-baseline imagery (low overlap and presence of significant 3D structure) and scales to hundreds of images. We only assume a calibrated camera system and a vehicle with uncertain and possibly drifting pose information (e.g. a compass, depth sensor and a Doppler velocity Our approach is based on a combination of techniques from computer vision, photogrammetry and mhotics. We use a local to global approach to structure from motion, aided by the navigation sensors on the vehicle to generate 3D suhmaps. These suhmaps are then placed in a common reference frame that is refined by matching overlapping submaps. The final stage of processing is a bundle adjustment that provides the 3D structure, camera poses and uncertainty estimates in a consistent reference frame.
We present results with ground-truth for structure as well as results from an oceanographic survey over a coral reef covering an area of appmximately one hundred square meters.
W. 1. INTRODUCTION

A. Context
Optical imaging of the ocean floor offers scientists high levels of detail and ease of interpretation. However, light underwater suffers from significant attenuation and backscatter, limiting the practical coverage of a single image to only a few square meters. For many scientific surveys, however, the area of interest is large, and can only he covered by hundreds or thousands of images acquired from a robotic vehicle or towed sled. Such surveys are required to study hydrothermal vents and spreading ridges in geology [ I ] , ancient shipwrecks and settlements in archeology [2] , forensic studies of modem shipwrecks and airplane accidents [31 [4] , and surveys of benthic ecosystems and species in biology [SI [6] .
The visible spectrum in water has attenuation lengths of the order of meters, thus most underwater vehicles carry out optical imaging surveys using their own light source. Apart 0-7803-8669-8/04/$20.00 0 2 0 0 4 IEEE. from casting shadows that move across the scene as the vehicle moves, power a n d o r size limitations lead to lighting pattems that are far from uniform. Also with the advent of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) for imaging surveys [I] [6] additional constraints are imposed by their limited energy budgets. AUV surveys are typically performed with strobed light sources rather than continuous lighting, and acquire low overlap imagery in order to preserve power and cover larger areas.
Generating a composite view by exploiting the redundancy in multiple overlapping images is usually the most practical and flexible way around this limitation. Recent years have seen significant advances in mosaicing [7] [PI and full 3D reconstruction [9] [IO] though most of these results are land based and do not address issues particular to underwater imaging. Underwater mosacing has been motivated largely by vision-based navigation and station keeping close to the seafloor [ I l l [12] [13]. The large-area mosaicing problem with low overlap under the assumption of planarity is addressed in 1141. Mosaicing assumes that images come from an ideal camera (with compensated lens distortion) and that the scene is planar [15]. Under these assumptions the camera motion will not induce parallax; therefore no 3D effects are involved and the transformation between views can then he correctly described by a 2D homography. These assumptions often do not hold in underwater applications since light attenuation and backscatter rule out the traditional land-hased approach of acquiring distant, nearly orthographic imagery. Underwater mosaics of scenes exhibiting significant 3D structure usually contain significant distortions.
In contrast to mosaicing, the information from multiple underwater views can he used to extract structure and motion estimates using ideas from structure from motion (SFM) and photogrammetry [16] . We propose that when dealing with a translating camera over non-planar surfaces, recovering 3D stmcture is the proper approach to providing a composite global view of an area of interest. The same challenges seen in mosaicing underwater apply to SFM underwater with the added requirement that scene points must he imaged at least twice to produce a roughly uniform distribution of reconstructed feature points through triangulation (50% overlap in the temporal image sequence). These techniques are considerably more complex than mosaicing: even for 
B. imaging Platform
The Seabed AUV acquired the field data used in this paper ( Figure I ). The vehicle was designed as a calibrated and pose-instrumented platform for underwater imaging. Seabed is capable of maneuvering at slow speed and is passively stable in pitch and roll. The vehicles specifications a e summarized in Table I . Seabed collected the field data used in this paper following survey pattems preprogrammed as a mission and executed in dead-reckoning mode. The vehicle makes acoustic measurements of both velocity and altitude relative to the bottom. Absolute orientation is measured within a few degrees using a magneto-inductive compass and inclinometers, while depth is obtained from a pressure sensor.
C. Outline
Our methodology ( Figure 2 ) takes a local-to-global approach inspired by mosaicing [8] and structure from motion Flowchart of structure and motion recovery from underwater imagery. An image sequence is processed into short submaps of structure and motion aided by navigation information. Submaps are then matched to infer and refine additional spatial constraints (such as loop closures and parallel tracklines). An initial guess of poses and structure in a global frame is then used to perform a final bundle adjustment.
(SFM) [lo] [20] hut takes advantage of navigation and attitude information. Local subsequences are derived independently and then registered in a global frame for bundle adjustment.
Our approach seems more suitable than pure sequential methods [21] because in an underwater survey each 3D feature appears only in a few images making the global solution more like a series of weakly correlated local solutions.
The following section briefly describes our approach focusing on feature extraction and description, robust two view relative pose estimation, submap generation, topology exploration and local to global registration. The last section presents results from a coral reef survey and validation of the proposed framework by tank experiments with ground truth.
ALGORTHIM DESCRIPTION
Our description follows the block diagram presented in Figure 2 .
A. Feature Extraction and Description
We relate images using a feature-based approach under wide-baseline imaging conditions with changing illumination and unknown scene structure. A modified Harris comer detector (221 yields interest points by selecting local maxima of the smaller eigenvalue of the second moment matrix. We extract features by determining a neighborhood around each interest point that is invariant to affine geometric transformations using a modified version of the method proposed by Tuytelam [23] .
In essence, we sample the neighborhood along lines radiating from the interest point. For each line we select the extrema of an affine invariant function (maximum difference in intensities between the interest point and points along the ray). The set of these maximal points defines the boundary of a region that can he extracted under affine geometric transformations. This region is approximated with an elliptical neighborhood which is then mapped onto the unit circle. These circular patches are normalized for affine photometric invariance (Figures 3 and  4) .
Features are then represented compactly using momentbased descriptors [24] . We chose to use Zernike moments as descriptors as they are compact (generated from a set of orthogonal complex polynomials) and highly discriminating
[25] [14] . Typical applications only use the magnitude of Zemike moments as this provides rotational invariance, hut we can pre-compensate for orientation using attitude sensors and therefore utilize the full complex moments.
For feature matching we derive the proper weighting of the Zemike moments such that the dot product of the vector of weighted moments approximates the correlation score for the original patches (warped into a disc) [26] .
Tests with real data demonstrate that the affine-invariant features offer improved matching under wider viewing angles ( Figure 5) .
B. Submnp Generation
The core of the algorithm for SFM is based on robust estimation of the essential matrix ( Figure 6) [IS]. Similarity of descriptor vectors is used to propose correspondences between features.
The navigation-based estimates of inter-image motion and vehicle altitude are used to limit possible correspondences ( Figure 7 ) by propagating pose and altitude uncertainties through the two view point-transfer equation [19] .
A modified version of RANSAC [27] determines the correspondences which are consistent with that essential matrix and the essential matrix consistent with the inliers (Figure 8) . In cases of multiple valid solutions we select the one closest (in the Mahalanohis distance sense) to the navigation-based 
C. Global Representation
The temporal sequence of images is processed into a set of 3D submaps with estimates of coordinate transformations between temporally adjacent submaps. This can be viewed as a graph where each node is the origin of a suhmap and the edges in the graph are the coordinate transformations hetween submaps ( Figure 11 ). Our algorithm attempts lo establish additional spatial relationships between submaps (corresponding to overlap from parallel tracklines or loop closures). This is performed by placing submaps in a common reference frame by composing transformations along paths of minimum uncertainty using Dijkstra's algorithm [28] . Submaps must be matched in order to establish new edges in the graph. Registering two sets of 3D points with unknown correspondences is traditionally performed with Iterative Closest Point (ICP) techniques [29] . In its strictest sense, ICP is only a refinement of the transformation between two sets of 3D points that are already relatively well aligned and in which all points in one set have a match in the other.
While the sparse set of 3D points contained in the submaps do not consistently offer discriminating stmcture, the very fact that they exist as 3D points implies that their appearance in multiple views (Figure 12 ) is characteristic enough to effectively establish correspondences (and he reconStruCted by the SFM algorithm). We therefore extend the feature description and similarity based matching between images to matching submaps by relying on the appearance of 3D points to propose case. Given two images, we detect features using the Harris interest point detector. For each feature we then determine search regions in the other image by using sensor based pose and depth information. Putative matches are proposed based on similarity and constrained by regions. We then use RANSAC and the proposed 6-paint algorithm to robustly estimate the essential matrix which is then decomposed into its proper motion parameters. The pose is then refined by minimizing the reprojection error over all matches considered inliers. corresponding features between submaps. The average of the descriptors of the 2D neighborhoods on all views is used as the appearance of the 3D point. The underlying assumption is that a similarity measure which was effective to match 3D points along track will also be effective when matching across submaps. Corresponding 3D points are proposed based on appearance and a robust registration using RANSAC with Horn's algorithm [30] is used to determine which points are in correspondence and the transformation parameters ( Figure  13 ).
The search of additional links continues until no links are left to check or an upper limit is reached (we use eight times the number of submaps for sparse, locally-connected graphs). The submaps are lhen placcd in a global frame by minimizing the descrepancies between composed global estimates and the transformations between submaps. Additional cost terms consider the navigation prior.
Once submaps are in a global frame, camera poses within submaps can also h e placed in the global frame. These camera poses are then used to triangulate the location of 3D features. Sparse bundle adjustment [31] [9] then refines both camera poses and 3D feature locations. To illustrate this process we present in Figure 14 the resulting structure from a survey performed in the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) Hydrodynamics Test Facility. This test tank had a carpet drapped over the bottom and real and artificial rocks of varying size placed on the bottom to simulate an underwater scene with considerable 3D structure.
The evolution of the submap graph for that reconstruction is conveyed in Figure 15 while the reprojection errors for the structure is presented in Figure 16 .
VALIDATION AND RESULTS
A. JHU Tank Structure ground truth
For validation purposes the tank used in Figure 14 was drained and scanned with a Leica Geosystems -HDS2500 (serial number P24) laser scanner. The registered model of the tank has more than 3.8 million points with an estimated accuracy of 1.2 mm. The surface area was approximately 41 m2 resulting, on average on 9 range measurements for each cm2 of the bottom.
We initially aligned SFM reconstruction with the laser data by selecting easily recognizable landmarks ( Figure 17 ) and then refined through ICP. Not all points could be used for registration since parts of the carpet moved (while slightly buoyant underwater, after the tank was drained the carpet settled under its own weight). We attempted two registration strategies to overcome the non-rigid transformation between surfaces: using only points belonging to rocks to register (segmenting by height under the assumption that the rocks in the scene did not move), and performing ICP based on the points with registration errors below the median error (under the assumption that at least half the points remained fixed).
Results were very similar for both strategies and we present Though the tank is a relatively small scale reconstruction problem, these results suggest that the approach is capable of delivering reasonable estimates of scene structure.
By using points below the median error to calculate the similarity transformation to register the SFM and laser data we effectively segment the data into twn halves, one of which was allowed to deform while the other was not. It is interesting to note from Figure 20 that most of the outliers correspond to the broad carpet waves.
B. Bermuda suney
In August multiple passes over the same area. Figure 21 presents Delaunay triangulated surfaces through the reconsmcted points and the camera trajectory. Plan views of the camera trajectory, the links (common 3D features) between views and the uncertainty in the zy position of the cameras are shown in Figure 22 . Figure 23 shows features points and the convex hull of the suhmaps. Spatial overlap between temporally adjacent submaps is consistent while across track overlap is a function of the trajectory followed by the vehicle.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS A N D FUTURE WORK
We have presented a brief overview of a underwater s m cture from motion algorithm that takes advantage of vehicle navigation estimates to constrain the image-based solution.
This work will be extended to provide dense 3D reconstructions of the ocean floor, which in turn can lead to improved imagery by range-based compensation of absorption [32] . Registration parameters where calculated using p i n t s below the median error. By referring to Figure 17 outliers tend to group around the smooth. raised folds of the carpet which clearly do not correspond to the drained carpet surface.
A d d i t i o n a l work will also exploit t h e resulting self-consistent pose-and-structure solution to d e t e c t and c o m p e n s a t e for some n a v i g a t i o n sensor biases [26] . Fig. 21 . nvo views of the reconstruction as a surface through the recovered 3D points. The camera trajectory is also presented as a red line. Strong swell significantly perturbed t h e vehicle trajectory yet the consistency of the reconstruction is apparent in the persistent features such as the sand ripples o n the bottom. 
